SFI IS GROWING EDUCATION & CAREER PATHWAYS

NEW PLT MATERIAL
PLUS INTERACTIVE TUTORIAL

ACTIVITY COLLECTIONS

SFI IS GROWING EDUCATION & CAREER PATHWAYS

GROWING A DIVERSE & RESILIENT WORKFORCE
PLT CANADA released a new
green jobs video: woodland supervisor
PLT released its
lifetime of learning
introduction to PLT video

PLT CANADA
placed young adults in
7,000+ green jobs
since 2018
1,300+
young adults
were placed in 2022

THANKS TO OVER
400 employers
in the SFI and Canadian
parks council networks

SFI AWARDED 22 education
grants
to the PLT network
to reach over 3,000
educators

6,000+
educators trained
in using PLT environmental education
resources, resulting in an estimated

1.65 million
students reached

SFI HOSTED
4 PLT green
mentor cohorts
reaching over
170 mentors and
mentees in 2022
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